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ONE-OFF

The footprint of vehicle autonomy within the automotive industry has grown to the point where an increasing

number of legacy automakers and new players are developing, trialing, or implementing new ADAS and

autonomous driving systems. At the same time, the global ecosystem for these technologies is developing at

varying rates based on their maturity while OEMs work to raise consumer awareness and gain their trust.

However, one of the largest obstacles faced by OEMs navigating this ecosystem is the legal landscape that

surrounds it. This landscape has been growing in tandem with the development of autonomous vehicles and

ADAS, and encompasses a series of guidelines, regulations, and groups that mutually aim to ensure all

autonomous technologies are safe for road use and that they are developed, tested, and rolled out appropriately.

The Autonomous Car Legislation Guide takes a deep dive into the legal landscape for autonomous technologies to

analyze how and where legislation is impacting vehicle autonomy. It works to identify the threats, implications, and

opportunities posed by a number of legislative and regulatory activities and understand how these activities vary

by region. As a live resource, the guide is updated quarterly with the latest information and updates from the legal

space for automated vehicle technologies.
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> What new legislative 
requirements will be 
enforced for ADAS 
technologies to improve 
safety further?

> What exactly are the 
regulations in place 
requiring?

> What are, and what are 
expected to be, the NCAP 
requirements?

> How does safety legislation 
vary by region?

Key questions answered
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Introduction

SBD's Autonomous Car Legislation Guide provides an in–depth analysis of how and where legislation is impacting active safety systems within
the car as well as the impact to adoption of autonomous driving technologies in general. It identifies the threats, implications and
opportunities generated by government mandates, incentives, standards, frequencies and projects within Europe, USA, Japan, China and
South Korea. Information is also provided on relevant legislation and developments from other countries around the world on an ad–hoc basis
when an important change emerges.

Note: The Autonomous Car Legislation Guide is a live resource that is
updated with new information each quarter. Research for this edition
concluded on 30th May 2022. Please contact SBD if you would like
additional information relating to other legislation or markets to be
included within future editions.

535- Autonomous Car Legislation Guide

Safety 
Regulations

Road Safety
All government regulations and 
policies concerning road safety

AV Legislation

All the legislative frameworks by 
governments of countries that 
affect the mass–deployment of 
AVs

AV 
Guidelines/
Standards

All the guidelines and standards 
released by governments or 
consortiums defining the safety 
requirements for public AV trials

Technology 
Regulations

Regulations, policy amendments and mandates by 
governments concerning technologies that are 
complementary to the deployment of 
ADAS/autonomous driving

Safety 
Groups

An overview of various regional New Car 
Assessment Programs (NCAPs) providing a 
summary of their roadmaps for testing/validating 
ADAS and the latest safety accreditation test 
results
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Safety regulations Technology regulations Safety groups

Latest updates (1/6)

List of items
Change since last 

edition
Latest updates Slide Reference

Europe – EU road safety regulation/EC road safety policy Update
ETSC and Dutch Safety Board raise numerous concerns and 
recommendations regarding existing rules relating to ADAS features. 

Link

Global – UN action on road safety/UN convention on road 
traffic modification

Update
The UN Road Safety Fund publishes its 2021 Annual Report, “Making an 
impact: safer roads, improved lives” at the International Transport 
Forum (ITF) Summit in Leipzig, Germany. 

Link

Global – UNECE regulations for vehicle safety Update
UNECE extends the speed limit for automated driving systems (ADS) up 
to 130 kmph. Plus further updates...

Link

Japan – MLIT Road Safety Policy Update
Japanese Central government adopts a bill to revise road traffic law 
legalizing "Level 4 autonomy" in delivery robots and driverless cars 
under select conditions. 

Link

USA – DOT road safety policy Update
New federal program, Safe Streets and Roads for All (SS4A) aims to 
help combat escalating America’s traffic safety crisis. 

Link

USA – Hot Cars Act Update
Senator Richard Blumenthal (D-CT) emphasizes the need of in-car 
occupant detection technology to prevent hot car deaths at the 
Commerce Committee Hearing With DOT Secretary Buttigieg. 

Link
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Safety regulations Technology regulations Safety groups

Index for road safety

Road safety

Relevant links

UN action on road safety – Timeline

UNECE starts 
working group on 

AEB and LDW

UN Resolution 
RES/64/255 

agrees 2011–2020 
Decade of Action 
for Road Safety

UN Resolution 
RES/66/43 
addresses 

Improvement of 
Global Road Safety

UN agrees 
Sustainable 

Development Goal 
of 50% reduction 
in traffic deaths by 

2020

UN adopts 
resolution on 
road safety 
calling for 

standard fitment 
of ADAS

UN ITC releases 
set of road safety 
recommendations

UN Resolution 64/255 adopting the 2011–2020 Decade of Action for Road Safety Link

2012 UN resolution 66/43 on Improving Global Road Safety Link

UNECE support for AEB and LDW technologies Link

UN Road Safety 
Fund launched

Europe – EU road safety 
regulation/EC road safety policy

Global – UN action on road 
safety/UN convention on road 
traffic modification 

Global – UNECE regulations for 
vehicle safety

Japan – MLIT Road Safety Policy 

USA – DOT road safety policy 

USA – Hot Cars Act

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

UN SDG of 50% 
reduction in traffic 
deaths by 2020

http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/64/255
http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=a/66/l.43
https://wiki.unece.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=2523601
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Safety regulations Technology regulations Safety groups

Background Latest news

Implications

US rear–view camera legislation – Overview

Approximately 300 people are killed and 7,000
injured each year in the USA by vehicles
reversing. Many of the victims are children that
cannot be seen in the rearview mirror.

In 2008, an act titled the Cameron Gulbransen
Kids Transportation Safety Act was passed by the
US government. (Gulbransen was a two–year old
boy accidentally killed by his father who backed
over him in the family's driveway). It called on the
NHTSA to produce a rulemaking on rearview
cameras to improve visibility of pedestrians and
cyclists.

Starting May 2018, NHTSA has mandated the
standard fitment of rear–view cameras in all new
vehicles weighing under 10,000 pounds. The
carmakers are using this NHTSA ruling to try to
lobby for the replacement of side–view mirrors by
cameras.

Unlike in the EU, US laws do not allow cameras as
alternatives to side–mirrors which is why at least
one OEM is resisting a US launch until legislation
changes. However, in 2020 US DOT made an
exception for NURO's driverless delivery pod. In
future more such exemptions could be made to
accommodate similar trials with new vehicle
designs without side mirrors.

June 2022 No significant updates in last quarter

April 2022 Agency Information Collection Activities; Submission to the Office 
of Management and Budget for Review and Approval: Drivers' Use 
of Camera-Based Rear Visibility Systems Versus Traditional Mirrors 
more here

May 2021
DOT is seeking approval to collect feedback for the comparison of 
drivers’ use of traditional rear-view mirrors versus cameras. More 
here and here

September 2020
FMCSA approves replacement of rear-vision mirrors with camera 
systems in commercial motor vehicles. More here and here

December 2019
Public comments on NHTSA's proposed rulemaking are largely 
supportive of camera–based systems. More here

October 2019
NHTSA seeks public comments on camera–based rear visibility 
systems as a potential alternative to traditional rear–view mirrors. 
More here and here

August 2019
NHTSA reports that it plans to test drivers' usage of cameras to 
replace traditional rear–view mirrors in cars. More here

May 2018
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) estimates that 97% 
of all new light vehicles sold in the US come equipped with a rear 
view camera. More here

China – V2X status

China – Event Data Recorders

Europe – Event Data Recorders

Europe – Side Mirror Replacement

Europe – V2X status

Global – UN regulation 46: Side 
Mirror Replacement

Japan – Rear-visibility system 
legislation

USA – Headlight regulation

USA – Rear–view camera 
legislation

USA – V2X status

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/03/14/2022-05237/agency-information-collection-activities-submission-to-the-office-of-management-and-budget-for
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/05/24/2021-10813/agency-information-collection-activities-notice-and-request-for-comment-drivers-use-of-camera-based
https://public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2021-10813.pdf
https://landline.media/fmcsa-grants-exemption-request-for-digital-mirror-system/
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-09-17/pdf/2020-20470.pdf
https://www.ttnews.com/articles/stakeholder-comments-mostly-endorse-trading-rearview-mirrors-camera-systems
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-10-09/should-cameras-replace-car-mirrors-u-s-regulators-want-to-know
https://s3.amazonaws.com/public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2019-22036.pdf
https://af.reuters.com/article/worldNews/idAFKCN1VH2GJ
https://247wallst.com/autos/2018/05/03/rearview-cameras-now-required-equipment-on-us-cars/
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Safety regulations Technology regulations Safety groups

Relevant links

China Event Data Recorders– Timeline

MIIT mandatory national standard "Event Data Recorder" Link

“Technical Specifications for Safety of Power–driven Vehicles Operating on Roads” (GB7258–2017) Link

SAC issues regulations: 8.6.6 –
Passenger vehicles should be 
equipped with EDRs that can 

record the vehicle speed, 
braking status and other data 

when a specific event such as a 
collision occurs.

MIIT submits and 
publishes the 

mandatory national 
standard "Event Data 
Recorder", which is 

drafted by SAC.

New model application 
for type approval shall 

meet all the 
requirements specified 

in EDR standard

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

The mandatory 
national standard 

"Event Data 
Recorder“ 

implemented

China – V2X status

China – Event Data Recorders

Europe – Event Data Recorders

Europe – Side Mirror Replacement

Europe – V2X status

Global – UN regulation 46: Side 
Mirror Replacement

Japan – Rear-visibility system 
legislation

USA – Headlight regulation

USA – Rear–view camera 
legislation

USA – V2X status

http://www.miit.gov.cn/n1146285/n1146352/n3054355/n3057585/n3057592/c6228219/part/6228223.pdf
http://std.samr.gov.cn/gb/search/gbDetailed?id=71F772D81CEDD3A7E05397BE0A0AB82A
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Safety regulations Technology regulations Safety groups

Background Latest news

Implications

ASEAN NCAP – Overview

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) is responsible for promoting political and
economic collaboration between its members
Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia,
Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and
Vietnam.

The ASEAN NCAP is a New Car Assessment
Programme (NCAP) to promote uptake and
availability of improved vehicle safety in its
member countries. The organisation was formed
in 2011 based on the Euro NCAP.

The ASEAN NCAP ratings will encourage
carmakers to develop vehicles with good levels of
safety for the ASEAN regions, to be able to qualify
for the highest star ratings. Although not currently
part of the evaluation, it is expected that ADAS
will eventually become part of the evaluation and
scoring.

June 2022 No significant updates in last quarter

Feb 2022 ASEAN NCAP manufacturer meeting and also the fourth series of 
ASEAN NCAP collaborative holistic research project (ANCHOR IV) 
more here

October 2021
Honda Civic achieves 5-star ratings under the new ASEAN NCAP 
test protocol. More here

August 2021
2020 Proton Persona and Iriz models achieve 5-star safety ratings 
from ASEAN NCAP. More here and here

May 2021
Earning 5-star ratings under the new ASEAN NCAP testing protocol 
is now more difficult than before due to more stringent procedures. 
More here

March 2021
ASEAN NCAP commences safety assessment under new protocol 
2021-2025, Perodua Ativa is the first model to earn a 5-star rating. 
More here

November 2020
The non-hybrid Mitsubishi Outlander achieves a 5-Star ASEAN NCAP 
rating in the current assessment. More here

October 2020
Nissan Kicks, tested at MIROS PC3 in Malaysia achieves a 5-star 
rating from ASEAN NCAP. More here

September 2020 Proton X50 achieves a perfect 5-star from ASEAN NCAP. More here

September 2020
IDIADA appointed as the sole laboratory in EU and USA to conduct 
ASEAN NCAP safety tests. More here

July 2020
MIROS tests the effectiveness of AEB city and inter–urban systems 
in preparation for the new ASEAN NCAP protocol for 2021–2025. 
More here

Asia – ASEAN NCAP

China – CNCAP

Europe – Euro NCAP

Global – Global NCAP

India – Bharat NVSAP

Japan – JNCAP

South Korea – KNCAP

USA – IIHS/HLDI

USA – NHTSA

Note: The news items in grey cells are safety accreditation updates

https://aseancap.org/v2/?p=5532
https://aseancap.org/v2/?p=5470
https://paultan.org/2021/08/05/2022-proton-persona-iriz-get-five-stars-in-asean-ncap/
https://www.aseancap.org/v2/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Proton-Persona-Iriz-2020-Digital-Report-5-Aug-2021.pdf
https://www.autoindustriya.com/auto-industry-news/asean-ncap-makes-it-harder-to-score-5-star-ratings.html
https://aseancap.org/v2/?p=5326
https://aseancap.org/v2/?p=5179
https://aseancap.org/v2/?p=5131
https://aseancap.org/v2/?p=5060
https://aseancap.org/v2/?p=5055
https://aseancap.org/v2/?p=5034
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Safety regulations Technology regulations Safety groups

Relevant links

NHTSA NCAP – Timeline

The Technology and Innovation section of NHTSA's website Link

Federal Register Notice on addition of rear–view cameras to NCAP Link

LDW and FCW 
included in SaferCar 
programme as part 

of wider 
reorganisation

Vehicles from MY2019 
onwards were expected to 

be tested within a new 
ratings regime including 

collision avoidance. There is 
now doubt over this due to 
the Trump administration.

NHTSA proposes inclusion of 
ADAS in NCAP

Rear-view video systems 
replace ESC as Recommended 

technologies

AEB added to 
SaferCar NCAP 

recommendations

New ratings 
announced

Asia – ASEAN NCAP

China – CNCAP

Europe – Euro NCAP

Global – Global NCAP

India – Bharat NVSAP

Japan – JNCAP

South Korea – KNCAP

USA – IIHS/HLDI

USA – NHTSA

NHTSA 
announces plans 
to overhaul the 
existing safety 
rating system

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

NHTSA proposes 
new updates to 
NCAP ratings

http://www.safercar.gov/staticfiles/safetytech/st_landing_ca.htm
http://www.nhtsa.gov/staticfiles/nvs/pdf/Rear_Visibility_NCAP_Final_Decision_Notice.pdf
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Further Information

Our Autonomous Vehicle Expertise

260+
Consultancy projects we’ve delivered

100+
Companies we’ve worked with

50+
AV reports we’ve published

OEM

Supplier

Investment/Banking

Other

Most common projects

1. AV forecasting
2. Sensor capabilities
3. Vehicle benchmarking
4. Consumer surveys
5. Due diligence

Client breakdown

3,000+ slides delivered each year

Our Top Experts

Alain Dunoyer
Head of AV research

Deepa Rangarajan
Senior Specialist

Howard Abbey
Senior Specialist

Simon Halford
EE Expert

Jithesh Joshy
Cyber Expert

Mo Al-Badour
Mobility Expert

+ Experts from other domains who support AV projects

SBD has a team of 11 AV experts 
based in UK, USA, China, Japan, 

Germany and India. We also have a 
further 60 experts from other related 

automotive domains.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alain-dunoyer/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/deepa-rangarajan-8b0b2413/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hrabbey/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/simon-halford-7b0240a2/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jithesh-joshy-46367334/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/moalbodour/
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Contact SBD Automotive

Contact Us

USA UK Germany India China Japan

Garren Carr
North America
garrencarr@sbdautomotive.com
+1 734 619 7969

SBD Japan Sales Team
Japan, South Korea & Australia
postbox@sbdautomotive.com
+81 52 253 6201

SBD China Sales Team
China
salesChina@sbdautomotive.com
+86 18516653761

Andrea Sroczynski
Germany, North & East Europe 
andreasroczynski@sbdautomotive.com
+49 211 9753153-1

Luigi Bisbiglia
UK, South & West Europe
luigibisbiglia@sbdautomotive.com
+44 1908 305102

Do you have any questions?

If you have any questions or feedback about this 
research report or SBD Automotive’s consulting services, 
you can email us at info@sbdautomotive.com or discuss 
with your local account manager below.

Book a meeting

info@sbdautomotive.com
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